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LNG, an active worldwide market 
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A global market in
growth, particularly in the
Asia Pacific Region

A key factor for the safety 
of supply for numerous 
states
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LNG infrastructure in Europe
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28 LNG terminals in use

108 billion cubic metres
of LNG imported by 14
European states
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Decarbonisation of gas value chain 
Climate change the biggest challenge of the 21st century

EU Strategy to reduce methane emissions COM (2020)663 & European Green Deal Communication 
COM (2019)640

EU Climate Target Plan
Decarbonisation by 2030, Climate Target Plan
Climate neutrality by 2050
2021: revision of ETS (Emissions Trading Scheme)
Actions in the energy sector: LNG is included
2021: Review of the Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive and the Trans European Network- Transport 
Regulation
2021: Proposal for more stringent air pollutant emissions standards for combustion – engine vehicles (road & 
non-road)
Proposing legislation on eliminating routine venting and flaring in the energy sector   
Commission priority: a more precise standard for flaring efficiency, with the objective of further reducing both 
fugitive emissions and emissions from incomplete combustion of fuel

EU “Carbon removal certification scheme” to be published in Nov 2021 

Energy companies under pressure

Road transport sector is responsible for 20% of all GHG

Cutting emissions from gas operations is the most impactful and cost-effective way to limit near-term 
climate change
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Decarbonisation of gas value chain 

LNG fulfils the EU Green Deal and the EU Commitments

The use of LNG as fuel in compliance with EU Climate Target Plan & IMO
restrictions

Technically LNG is proven as a solution to EU Climate Target Plan – EU Strategy
to Reduce Methane Emissions

LNG is a clean energy solution for the whole transport sector

The requirements of EU regulations for the emissions per sector (road, aviation,
rail and maritime)

The LNG industry (downstream) can control emissions and eliminate flaring
proving that in all sectors flaring can be eliminated and there is technology
available for slipping gas reuse
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What is LNG? 
Liquefied Natural Gas 

is colourless and 
odourless liquid fuel

Energy efficient and 
environmentally 

friendly 

Is made by cooling 
natural gas to -162⁰ C

Cryogenic At atmospheric 
pressure
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LNG versatile clean fuel

➢ Serving remote locations and
various industries
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LNG at road as transport 
fuel

➢ Serving remote locations
and various industries
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LNG as marine fuel/bunkering
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LNG as marine 
fuel/bunkering
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➢Serving remote locations and 
various industries



LNG at rail as transport fuel
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➢LNG cargo rail cars using
cryogenic tank technology



LNG as aviation fuel

➢Multifuel blended wind body

➢Cryogenic fuel to air heat exchanger

➢ Flameless combustion
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LNG as Transport Fuel



LNG as maritime transportation fuel 

Regulation: Sulphur cap from International Maritime Organisation IMO (IMO
Code International Code for Ships using Gases and other Low Flashpoint Fuels –
"the IGF Code") into force January 2020, limit for sulphur in fuel used on board
ships

The carbon emission factor of LNG (actual CO2 emissions from burning LNG as
fuel) is approximately 25% less than Marine Diesel Oil [MDO]

LNG as fuel can, therefore, represent a clear advantage with regards to local air
quality improvement, with very significant expression in reduction of pollutant
air emissions, but also the potential for methane emissions to the atmosphere

Boil-off: LNG can directly be used to power the auxiliary engines and the boilers

From cold ironing to green ironing — no longer ship to shore connection is need
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LNG as road transportation fuel (HDV)

Regulation: 17 May 2018, European Commission ‘Third Mobility Package’
low-emission mobility system ― first ever CO2 emissions standards for heavy-duty
vehicles
In 2025, average CO2 emissions from new trucks will have to be 15% lower than in 2019
For 2030, an indicative reduction target of at least 30% compared to 2019 is proposed

Well-to-Wheel GHG reduction up to 16% compared to Diesel

Reduction of CO2 tailpipe emissions, from 7% up to 15% compared to Diesel
(NGVA)

Boil-off: The applied method in Europe of managing tank pressure is to transfer
the boil-off gas to a refuelling station when the vehicle is refuelled with LNG
boil-off losses are relatively low in state-of-the-art LNG powered heavy-duty
vehicles (1% of CO2 emitted by the LNG HDV).
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LNG as rail transportation fuel 

Regulation: Regulation (EU) 2016/1628 on requirements relating to gaseous
and pollutant emission limits and type-approval for internal combustion
engines for non-road mobile machinery entered into force January 2017 Rail
locomotives

Reduction of emission is to 23.5% on CO2 and 7% on NOx, compared to Diesel
trucks

Boil-off: Boil Off gas treatment is similar to what is carried out in other mobility
applications. For ISO-containers, the Boil Off gas management possibilities are
much broader.

very encouraging, change road-to-rail and simultaneously rail to LNG:
fuel cost savings
fuel diversification
reduction of emissions
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LNG as aviation fuel 
Regulation: a new standard for aircraft CO2 emissions has been adopted by the ICAO (International
Civil Aviation Organization) in March 2017 into force 1st January 2018―subsonic jet airplanes is 2020

CORSIA (Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation) will take place in three
implementation phases:

Pilot phase (2021-2023): State participation is voluntary
First phase (2024-2026): State participation is voluntary
Second phase (2027-2035): at least 90% of international aviation activity to be covered in the second phase

LNG as fuel is not yet in operational use for any aircrafts-Russian Tupolev Tu-155 flew LNG-fuelled
during late 1980’s. 2010-2013 a feasibility study including some bench testing by the companies TGE
gas Engineering and Air-LNG.

Compared to Jet-Fuel (Kerosene) the following reductions:
NOx -80%
CO2 -25%
Sulphur, Soot, Aromatics -100%
Vapor Trail less, not quantified

If all aircraft APU’s fuel would be changed to LNG, the positive impact in the proximity of airports
would be remarkable

Boil-off: As the total aircraft fuel system is a fully closed process designed for 5 bar gauge pressure
using suitable and proven equipment for LNG, no gas can escape
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Bio-LNG potential & development 
From organic waste (bacteria) can produce biogas

Bio-LNG
renewable,
scalable
from very low carbon intensity energy sources
fully compatible with the current natural gas mix
allowing any blend and unlimited use in the existing infrastructure and vehicles
for HD vehicles is a new business

Currently a limited number of plants in operation producing Bio-LNG in Europe (and globally)

In the next few years, as a fuel for LNG trucks is expected to be available in a significant number of European
countries (Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands, the UK, Italy, Germany, France, Slovakia and Denmark)

Another major milestone for the market

GHG neutral operation achievable for long-distance heavy-duty trucks

WTW GHG emissions reduction by at least 80% compared with diesel, depending on the bio-methane source

By 2030, from power to gas and gasification processes offering great opportunities for GHG emissions
reduction in heavy road haulage as well as economically affordable zero or low carbon heavy goods road
transport in Europe
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LNG AND HYDROGEN AS
TRANSPORTATION FUEL



LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS and HYDROGEN as
TRANSPORTATION FUEL

For transportation applications LNG and the liquid hydrogen cannot be blended
for physical reasons. At atmospheric pressure, LNG is liquid between -162°C and
-182°C while, in this range of temperature, hydrogen is gaseous and cannot be
blended since the mix of a liquid and a gas is not possible (biphasic).

LNG and RES LNG can be blended, no physical (same range of temperature) and
chemical limitation

However, the difference of quality to be addressed prior to blending.

The mix should comply with the standards:
Road & off-road applications: EN 16723-1, EN 16723-2 &

Marine applications: EN ISO 23306
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Conclusions
➢ LNG is efficient to transport over long distances where pipelines do not exist

(LNG volume about 1/600th the volume of Natural Gas)

➢ Cost efficient for transportation

➢ Reduces refuelling frequency comparing to natural gas forms e.g. CNG (LNG
has an energy density comparable to diesel fuel)

➢ Generates less greenhouse gas comparing to other liquid or solid fuels → a
clean complete burning fuel

➢ Comparing to Diesel as fuel for HDV it emits 7% to 15% less and

➢ Comparing to Marine Diesel Oil LNG emits 25% less

➢ Fully complies with the latest requirements set in the applicable regulations
for all applications road, rail and aviation transportation as well maritime

➢ Boil off Gas by the industry makes it more challenging

➢ LNG as fuel in maritime gives the opportunity to energy independence of the
vessel at the ports (not depending on the shore grid connection-many times
not compatible) where electricity production is required for the vessel's
facilities

➢ LNG fuelled engines have up to 50% less noise emissions than diesel engines
(minus 3 to 5 dB on average).

➢ The standardisation and the documentation produced and published by the
international gas industry (CEN, ISO and GIIGNL for example), make it a proven
safe technology for storage, transportation and usage for the
equipment/devices and the operatives.

➢ LNG performs well towards achieving the EU strategies and the industry for a
decarbonized, a low-carbon energy reducing the harmful effects to climate
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LNG industry

LNG is the fuel of choice

Major advantages: low pollutant and low noise
emissions
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Green Deal driving EU policy initiatives – a climate 
neutral Europe by 2050
• Objectives

• Climate neutral Europe by 2050, including shipping. 

• Estimated 90% reduction in maritime transport emissions relative to 1990 needed by 2050

• New overarching EU target for 2030; original 40% increased to 55% emission reduction relative to 1990

• Fit for 55 package proposed by Commission on 14 July 2021

• Inclusion of shipping in European Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) Directive 

• Fuel EU Maritime Regulation, part of Strategy for Sustainable and Smart mobility: New policy measures to drive shift to low carbon fuels

• Revision of Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive: Shore side electricity and LNG in Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) ports 

by 2030 (electricity) and 2025 (LNG)

• Revision of Energy Taxation Directive: Ending tax exemptions for marine fuels
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The maritime fuel mix will change dramatically
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Ship types ordering LNG as fuel
Tipping point for LNG
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Crude oil tankers

Containers

Bulk carriers
Cruise ships

Updated: May 2021Data source: https://afi.dnvgl.com/
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Methane slip reduction  
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<2010

<2011

<2017

• With increased awareness and scrutiny of greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions the industry is on the lookout for solutions 

that can maximize GHG savings, through;
• lowering fuel consumption and

• lowering methane slip.

• Significant reduction of methane slip from gas fueled engines 

for marine application over the last decade

• Strong focus on low load operation

• Optimizing combustion and minimizing dead volume 

(crevices between cylinder unit components) 

• Introducing and developing new combustion concepts 

(HPDI)

• Further engine optimization and optimal adjustment of LNG 

engines on ships needed to minimize GHG emissions
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LNG quality variations in relation to end-use
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EN ISO 23306 “Specifications of 

LNG as a fuel for marine 

applications” specifies the quality 

requirements for LNG used as a fuel 

for marine applications. 

The document identifies the 

components and physicochemical 

characteristics of the fuel that shall be 

measured or calculated and the related 

test methods

For example, the document provides 

information on the calculation of the 

Methane Number (PKI MN and MWM) 

and the Wobbe index.
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Example new engine concepts to further reduce CO2 emissions
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1. Improving low-carbon fuel and 

related engine technology

• Together with Shell, DNV developed the world’s first 

mono-fuel HPDI engine concept fueled by an

LNG/additive mixture (Shell patent pending)

• DNV’s engine combustion modelling and extensive 

test bed work confirmed the potential of mono-fuel 

HPDI as a low-carbon transport option with improved 

CAPEX/OPEX:

• no diesel pilot fuel (injection equipment) needed

• improved engine performances and emissions

2. Facilitating fuel-flexible engine technology

• DNV developed a fuel-adaptive gas engine control system, 

making new and existing gas engines suited for a broad(er) 

range of fuel gas compositions

• lower CAPEX/OPEX capability from:

• no power derate for low-Methane-Number fuels

• substantial fuel and CO2 savings (up to 6%)

• (WIP: coupling with novel LNG quality prediction tool)

Anticipated findings Actual findings
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Fuel oil versus LNG and H2
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Other benefits from using LNG (or H2) as fuel are very significant (or complete) reduction of 

Sulphur oxide emissions and PM (particulate matter) and a very significant reduction of NOx

emissions.

DNV is and has been 

working with industry 

partners to remove 

barriers for LNG, 

hydrogen (and ammonia) 

as a shipping fuel
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Key takeaways
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More diversified fuel mix:

• Tipping point for LNG

• Experimentation other alternative fuels such as hydrogen

Current uptake of LNG is a basis for transition into a low-carbon future

Standardization (ISO) of LNG as a shipping fuel 

Focus on energy efficiency & methane slip reduction
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www.dnv.com

Questions?
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Gerco van Dijk, Sr. Specialist Engines

Sander.Gersen@DNV.com, +31615012156

Gerco.vanDijk@DNV.com, +31615897398

Sander Gersen, Principal Combustion Specialist 



Railway Projects :

Roadmap
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Rail Roadmap
Background

❑ Since 2014, Enagás has worked with Puertos del Estado and Renfe on the implementation of an
infrastructure for alternative fuels (in compliance with Directive 2014/94/EU):

❑ To establish LNG as the transition fuel during the period in which it will no be feasible the use of
100% renewable gases.

❑ To ensure the use of the capacity and logistic flexibility of the Spanish gas system

❑ To provide a "roadmap" to facilitate the decarbonisation of those segments and/or services of
heavy mobility where electrification was not a viable and/or cost-effective solution

Roadmap

❑ The "roadmap" establishes the objective of
developing a "pilot project" for each of the traction
sectors with the dual objective of validating the
competitiveness of the solutions and developing the
necessary regulatory adaptations

• self-propelled units for passenger service,

• shunters (mainly in port facilities)

• freight line locomotives (heavy-haul)
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Railway projects in progress
Projects in accordance with the Railway Roadmap (2014) between Renfe and Enagás.

• Development of technically feasible solutions according to roadmap

Pilot DMU 
2606

DESCRIPTIONSEGMENT

Pilot DMU 2606-Transformation to LNG of an automotive passenger 
unit

STATUS

FINISHED

Subseries
2600

Subseries 2600 -Transformation to LNG of 4 passenger automotive 
units. Includes 1 workshop and 1 LNG supply point.

IN PROGRESS 
(Engineering
completed)

Loc. S333
Loc 333 Huelva Conversion to LNG of 1 freight locomotive (S333).
CEF Funds

IN PROGRESS 
(engineering
development)

RaiLNG 1600
RaiLNG - Conversion to LNG 1 freight locomotive (S1600) with LNG 
Tender wagon. 
CEF Funds

IN PROGRESS 
(transformation
phase)
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Roll-out Railway Projects 

• Targets

• Rebalance the modal distribution of transport towards more sustainable modes.
• Reduce the high contribution of the transport sector in polluting emissions. 
• Transferring available digital and technological advances to the transport sector.

Planning

✓ Phase I horizon 2022: Completion of ongoing projects.

✓ Phase II horizon 2026:, transformation S310 ADIF of ports, transformation of heavy-haul locomotives in 

Atlantic-Mediterranean corridor, Cartagena self-propelled railways (S2900), implementation of renewable gas 

blended fuels.

✓ Phase III horizon 2030: Roll-out up to 20% of the fleet of S333, S2400-s2900 and S310 units.
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Phase I: Horizon 2022

SUBSERIE 2600 The provision of an approved solution through the transformation of 4
units of the DMU 2600 series of Metric Gauge (RAM) that will entail the need for:

• Transformation of 4 units
• Adaptation of 1 maintenance workshop
• Location of 1 refueling point.
• Supply chain

Loc 333 Huelva: The provision of an approved solution for "sub-series 333" through the
conversion for commercial use of a Renfe Mercancías series 333 locomotive serving the
Port of Huelva-Seville line.
In this project, engineering, transformation, testing and accreditation to the AESF are
developed.

RaiLNG: pilot project for the transformation of an S1600 unit with LNG Wagon-Tender.
This project includes the measurement of emissions in order to compare them with
previous Diesel solutions.

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION
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Phase II: Horizon 2026

S2900 meter-gauge for passengers: The transformation of the Renfe railcar fleet: 5
units of the 2900 series

Transformation of 50% of the shunting locomotive fleet (10 units to LNG and 1 unit to 
LBM.

Transformation of regular freight lines with the main ports of the Atlantic-
Mediterranean corridor.

Implementation of refueling points and maintenance facilities

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION
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Phase III: Horizon 2030

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION

Unit conversion roll-out (20% of the fleet of S333 units (including public 
and private operators), 2400-2900 series self-propelled units and S310 series 
shunting tractors).
• S333 19 ud (freight)
• S2400/S2600/S2700/S2900 7 ud (self-propelled)
• S310 12 ud (shunter)

21,2 M€
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Annex: Pilot Test DMU 2600
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❑ The 2600 Hydraulic Diesel Train Unit consists of two railcars with the same
mechanical, pneumatic and auxiliary characteristics.

❑ Each car has a MAN E0836LOH04 280 hp NG engine and two LNG tanks with a total
capacity of 947 l.

Self-propelled DMU 2600 Specifications

Ud 2600 consisting of two railcars Route Units GMU 2600

❑ Track gauge: 1,000 mm

❑ Unit type: M-M

❑ Railcar weight: 23.600 kg

❑ Maximum speed: 80 km/h

❑ Drive: by LNG power unit

❑ LNG engine power: 205 kW-280 hp

❑ Number of drive axles (car): 4
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Annex: Pilot Test DMU 2600

P&ID 
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Annex: Pilot Test DMU 2600

GN Engine

VaporizerLNG Dewars

Railcar
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Annex: Pilot Test DMU 2600 LNG Engine Emissions 50km/h 

AVL PEMS :Emission measurement equipment
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Annex: Measurement Data LNG-Diesel Results. 27/11/2019 
. 50km/h

Raw Data Emissions LNG-Diesel

LNG 50 km/h Diesel 50 km/h



Muchas 
gracias


